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Edgeworth expansions for sums of independent but not identically distributed 
multivariate random vectors are established. The results are applied to get valid 
Edgeworth expansions for estimates of regression parameters in linear errors-in- 
variable models. The expansions for studentized versions are also developed. 
Further, Edgeworth expansions for the corresponding bootstrapped statistics are 
obtained. Using these expansions, the bootstrap distribution is shown to 
approximate the sampling distribution of the studentized estimators, better than the 
classical normal approximation. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Singh [ 171 has shown that the bootstrap approximation of the sampling 
distribution of the student’s t-statistic is asymptotically better than the 
standard normal approximation. Using Edgeworth expansions, Babu and 
Singh [ 1,2], showed for the first time that for a wide class of studentized 
statistics, bootstrap automatically corrects for skewness and hence gives a 
better approximation than the normal approximation. In the same spirit, 
Bose [S] showed that bootstrapping leads to a better approximation in the 
case of autoregressive processes. In all these results the maximum difference 
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between the sampling distribution and the corresponding bootstrap 
distribution evaluated at the same point when multiplied by A, tends to 
zero as n + 0. In the case of i.i.d. random variables, the best one can do 
with normal approximation is 

J;;(P(J;l!X- PI <xx,) - Q(x)) -+ /.+(2x2 + 1 f p(x)/6a3 # 0, 

unless the third moment pL3 of X is 0, where p and Q denote mean and 
variance of X, s, denotes the sample standard deviation, and Q, and cp 
denote normal distribution and normal density. Due to this, bootstrap 
gives far superior result than the normal approximation. 

In this paper we consider errors-in-variables regression models with 
homogeneous residuals and obtain Edgeworth expansions for the estimates 
of slope. To formulate the problem, consider the simple linear errors-in- 
variable (EIV) model (X,, Y,), 

Xi= Cl, + diy Yj= W + flUin +&j, (1.1) 

where (Si, si) are independent with E(aj) = E(si) = 0, and U, are unknown 
nuisance parameters. The EIV models Rave been studied extensively in the 
literature; see, among others, Kendall and Stuart [14], Gleser [11, 123, 
Fuller [lo], Birch [7], York [18], Jones [13], and Madansky [ 163. 
Initially, we concentrate on the case when (a,, .si) are independent copies of 
(6, E), A= a:/~: is known, and S and E are independent, where of = var(s) 
and 0: = var(6). It is well known that the least squares estimators of fl and 
w  are given by 

p^, = A + sign(S,,)(A + ji*)l/* and Q, = F-p^J, (1.2) 

where x and P denote the sample means of Xi, . . . . X, and of Y,, . . . . Y,,, 

s,,= i (xi-x)( ri- P), (1.3) 
r=l 

sxx= i (xi-x)*, syy= i (Yi- P)2, (1.4) 
i= 1 i=l 

and 

I;=(S YY - ~~XXY2SXY. (1.5) 

The least squares method gives the same estimates as in (1.2), when both 
cr, and rrs are known. Instead, if u6 alone is known, SXX > nui and S,, > 
S;,/(S, - no:), then the least squares estimators of 6 and o are given by 

&=Sxr/(Sxx-nai) and d2-‘. P--/&z. (l-6) 
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On the other hand, if aE alone is known, SX,> Sc,/(S,,- nai), and 
S,, > nr$, then the least squares estimators of j? and w  are given by 

B3=(&u-nofWx, and &= P-/?&r. (1.7) 

See Fuller [lo] and Jones [13]. 
Even though the residuals in the EIV model considered here are assumed 

to be i.i.d. random variables, the statistics of interest turn out to be 
functions of means of independent but not identically distributed random 
vectors. This is mainly due to the large number of nuisance parameters. 
A result on Edgeworth expansions for independent but non-identically 
distributed random vectors is established in Section 2. Using these, two- 
term Edgeworth expansions for j!i, b2, and p3 are derived in that section. 
In Section 3, the bootstrap estimator of the sampling distributions of fi, are 
shown to correct for the skewness. Though the final results on Studentized 
versions of the bootstrap approximation are not entirely surprising in view 
of the results of Singh [17] and Babu and Singh [l, 21, some effort is 
required to deduce the results in the nonstatinary case. 

The methods developed here can be extended to the case of known 
R= var(e,)/var(b,) for all i, when (Si, si) are independent, but not 
identically distributed. 

2. THE MAIN RESULTS 

2.1. Notation and Main Assumptions 

Let (b, E) be a random vector and let F6 and F, denote, respectively, the 
conditional distributions of E given 6 and of 6 given E. 

Assumption 1. E(6) = E(E) = 0, E(d6 + a6) < co, 

P{ 6 > 0: F, is not purely discrete} > 0, 

P{ 6 < 0: Fs is not purely discrete} > 0, 

P{ E > 0: F, is not purely discrete} > 0, 

and 

P{ E < 0: F, is not purely discrete} > 0. 

Remark. Assumption 1 holds in particular if E and 6 are independent 
and continuous random variables. Assumption 1 is essentially used to 
establish the strongly non-lattice structure of the distribution of 5,) defined 
below. The following example shows that Assumption 1 can not be 
weakened substantially, even when E and 6 are independent. 
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EXAMPLE. Let 6 and E be i.i.d. and E takes values 0, 1, and ,/? with 
probability 3. Then E is non-lattice. If 

a=c= -l&5, d=f=l+l/fi, and b=O, 

then 

~=a~*+b~r)+cS*+d~+f~ 

is lattice, i.e., 

P((=O)=$, P(i = 1) = P([ = 2) = $. 

The characteristic function of (.z*, 6*, ES, E, 6, UE, ~6) is 1 in absolute 
value at t’ = (a, a, 0, d, d, 0, 0) for all u. This violates (2.4) below, which 
is needed to estimate the error term in the expansion. As is well known, 
the formal Edgeworth expansions are not valid for the means of 
independent copies of the vectors (E*, d2, E, 6), since the distribution of this 
vector is lattice. 

Assumption 2. For each n, the sequence uIn, . . . . u,, of constants satisfies 

0) CUjnzo, 

and 

(iii) sup: n J Iu;“l SM< co. 

These conditions on ujn are needed to show that the dispersion of &I &, 
below converges and that its third order moments are not too large. 

Throughout this paper, let {(Sj, cl), j= 1,2, . . . . n> denote a sequence of 
i.i.d. samples drawn from (6, E), and we use the notation g, <h, to denote 
gn = WJ. 

For ease of notation, we drop the subscript n from uin andfrom kj,, defined 
below. Let 

sj = tjn = (E; - EEi’, “f - ES;, E~cS~, Ed, hi, ujcj, ~~8,)‘. 

and 

5, = (E*- EE*, h2 - Ed*, ES, E, b)‘, 
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for j = 1, . . . . it. Let A denote the dispersion matrix of 5, and Z denote the 
dispersion matrix of (6, E). Then the dispersion matrix B, of 

is given by the partition matrix 

as n --f co. Let Iz, and 1, denote the smallest eigenvalues of A and Z, respec- 
tively. Then for all large n, the smallest eigenvalue of B, is not less than 
b = $min(l2,, $A,) > 0. Consequently, B, - bZ, is a positive definite matrix 
for all large n. 

2.2. Edgeworth expansions 

Let G, and Q, denote respectively the distribution and the formal two- 
term Edgeworth expansion of & 6,. We now state the main theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let f be any measurable function bounded by 1. Under the 
Assumptions 1 and 2, 

jfd(Gn-Q.W.+ jbup{If(~)-JM : lx-y1 S&,})cp~~(x)dx, 

where 0, = o(n-1’2) and ‘pen denotes the density function of a normal random 
vector with mean zero and dispersion B,. 

To prove the theorem, we need the following lemmas. Lemma 1 guaran- 
tees existence of a large number of “good” uis. Using only these and 
dropping the rest, a suitable upper bound for the characteristic function of 
ne,, is obtained in Lemma 2. This bound is similar to the one required 
in the standard proofs for the i.i.d. random vectors (see Bhattacharya and 
Ghosh [4]). These two lemmas form part of the main contributions of this 
paper. Lemma 3 gives a bound for the differences of probabilities in terms 
of the derivatives of the characteristic functions. Finally, Lemma 4 
estimates the differences of the derivatives of the characteristic functions. 

Let IV:,= #(jgn:d< kui<D} and Nd,D=N&,+Nd,D for any 
O<d<D<co. 

LEMMA 1. Under Assumption 2, there exist constants 0 < d < D -C 0~) and 
q > 0, such that 
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Proof. We need only to prove the lemma for N&,. Proof for N& is 
similar. For fixed T > 0, when n is large enough, we have by (ii) that 

D:&,,D, + nd: + i I[,,, > L&L n(p - T). 
j= 1 

Thus, by (iii), 

Nd,,D,~D;2n(p-~-d:-M/D,). 

By (i)-(iii) we also have 

W,,,,, = < 2 2 ujI[uj>O] j2(d+ M,fD2)n+ 2DNz,. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

From (2.1) and (2.2), it follows that 

N&,~fnD-‘(d,D;2(p-~-d~-M/DI)-2(d+MJD2)). (2.3) 

Lemma 1 is proved by choosing D1 large, r and d, small enough, and then 
choosing D iarge and d small (for example, by letting z = df = M/D, = p/4 
and d = M/D2 = pd,/(20Dt), then we can choose q = pdJ(40DD:)). This 
completes the proof. 

LEMMA 2. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for any 0 <2a c b -C 03, there 
exists a constant p = p(a, b) < 1 such that 

(2.4) 

Proof: Let t = ( tl , . . . . 
(&j, Ejdj, Ej, Uj&& 

b)‘, t, = (t, 9 t,, t,, f6)‘, t, = (f2, t3, t,, t,)‘, 5y = 
and 5;” = (Sj, siSj, Sj, ujSj)‘. We shall prove (2.4) for the 

cases a 5 / t,l 5 b and a 5 (t,l 5 b, respectively. 
We first consider the case where a 5 It,1 4 b. Without loss of generality, 

we can assume that t4z0. Write 8= {jgn: t6ujz0, ds luil SD}, and 
N= # (d >, where d and D are as in Lemma 1. Then we have Nz qn. 

If j~8, t3fijzOo, Sj#O, then t, and t3dj+f4+ thUj cannot vanish 
simultaneously. In this case, if 

P(t’&y) = u + wk, k = 1, 2, . . . . for some v and w) = 1, 

then it follows that F6, concentrates on the countable set 

{x: t,x2+(t3~~+tt4+tg~j)x=u+~k,k=1,2,...,forsomeuandw). 

This implies that, in addition, if Fd, is not purely discrete, then 

(E(exp{it’,g,!“‘) IS,)1 < f. 
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Note that 

P( t, ~5~ 2 0, 8, # 0 and F6, is not purely discrete} > 0. 

Hence we get for j E E, 

JE(exp{ it’&j})l 5 E IE(exp{it$“‘} I dj)I < 1. 

Similarly, if a I 1 t,ls b, we can assume that t5 2 0 and define b* = {j j n : 
t,uj 2 0, ds lull 5 D}. Hence when je b* we have 

(E(exp{it’g,})I 5 E (E(exp{it$‘)) [&,)I -C 1. 

Since E(exp(it’gj)) is a continuous function of t and uj~ {x: d< 1x1 CD}, 
there exists a constant pr E (0, 1) such that 

IE(ev{it’Sj))l SP,, forall j~&anda~ltJ~bb. 

This establishes the lemma with p = p:. 

LEMMA 3 (Lemma 1 of Babu and Singh[3]). Let P be a probability on 
Rk and Q denote a signed measure with density [ 1 + n - “‘p] cp “, where p is 
a polynomial and V is a positive definite matrix. Let yl, y; ’ , and the 
coefficients of p be bounded by N > 0, where y 1 and y2 denote the maximum 
and the minimum eigenvalues of V. Then for any bounded real valued 
measurable function f and 0 positive, 

fd(P-Q)J SC(~) max 
s 

(ZY(k &)(t)l dt 
lal Sk+ 1 /lt)l see-‘J;; 

+c(N)S(sup(lf(y)-f(n)l : l~-xlS~n-“*}) 

x pv(x) dx + o(n-‘I*). 

Here P and & stand for the characteristic functions of P and Q, and c(k), 
c, and c(N) are positive constants. These constants and o(n-‘/2) term depend 
upon f only through its bound. 

Let V, be a symmetric positive definite matrix satisfying Vi = B;‘. Let 
G,* and Qx denote, respective&, the distribution and the two-term formal 
Edgeworth expansion of &(Sz -E(c)), where 
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Some of the arguments in the proofs of Lemma 4 and Corollary 1 below 
depend on results and arguments of Bhattacharya and Rao [5]. To avoid 
repetition and making the proofs unnecessarily long, the reader is referred 
to the appropriate results of Bhattacharya and Rao [S] at various places. 

LEMMA 4. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then for any cz= 

(a ,, . . . . a,), with ai and Ia/ =Cy=, ai_18, andfor any ItI Snl”*, we have 

l@w( rift) - &vnt))l 

where e: and 0: denote the characteristic functions of G,* and Qz, and 

Bn=n-7’2 i E~~~~S,18~[l~jl~J;;1~~0~ (2.6) 
j= 1 

Further, for all I tl s c &, for some c > 0, 

(2.7) 

ProoJ: Note that for some c > 0, 

1imrstpt.i ElSj13i~(E~6+E~6+MEI~13+ME1613}<oo, (2.8) 
I=1 

where M is the constant defined in Assumption 2. The inequality (2.7) now 
follows from Corollary 14.4 of Bhattacharya and Rao [S]. 

To prove (2.5), first note that for all j and n, Assumption 2 implies 

lujl 5 (Mn)‘13. (2.9) 

Hence for IsJ < nPs’12, 

) S,*( Y,,s) - 1) 5 ;E(s’V,(~j* - E&j*))2 

~Is12El~ji(2~Is12uj2&n-1’6~0, 

where i:(s) = E(exp(is’(g,+ -Et,?)}). Thus, for all large n and Jtl 5 d/l*, 
we have 

sup Igi*( Vntn-1’2) - 11 5 f. (2.10) 
1Sjsn 

The inequality (2.5) now follows from Theorem 9.9 of Bhattacharya and 
Rao [S]. 

68314212-S 
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To prove (2.6), we have by (2.8) and (2.9) that 

+n-' i E((5j13Z[&iZ+~~iZ~n"6])_)0, 

j= I 

for some c > 0. This completes the proof. 

Proof of Theorem 1. We have for any (measurable real) function f 
bounded by 1, 

<n-312 i E(1&13Z((&j( >J;r/2))=0(n-“~). (2.11) 
j=l 

The last equality follows from the proof of (2.6). 
By using the frist three moments of 5, and c,* we get 

s fd(Q, - Q;) = o(n - 1’2) and jfdQz-jf,dQ:=o(n-1/2), (2.12) 

where a, = -& E@ = o(K’/~) and f,(x) = f(x + a). 
The theorem now follows from (2.11), (2.12), Lemmas 2, 3, and 4, as the 

eigenvalues of V,, and V;’ are bounded. 

COROLLARY 1. Suppose E and 6 are independent and continuous random 
variables satisfying E(E) = E(6) = 0 and E(e6 + ~5~) < co. Then under Assump- 
tion 2, .&h -h) and ,,@/?I -/?) both have valid two-term Edgeworth 
expansions, where 

h=(2/?)-‘(@‘-A) and A = of/o;. 
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ProoJ: It is not difficult to show that 

where for any vector z = (zl, . . . . z?)‘, 

g1(z) = j?-‘(zl - AZ, - 2hz, + 2yz, - 2y/?z, -z: + AZ: + 2hZ4ZS), 

g*(z) = b-*(21 -AZ, - 2hz, + 2yz, - 2y@,)(z, + z6 + flz7), 

y=(2/q-‘(j12+4=j?-h, 

and 

,,h Ir,J 4fi I&J35n-2/3, when IQ 5n-“‘*. (2.13) 

By Bikelis’ [6] inequality we have 

j=l 

= o(n-‘I*). (2.14) 

Since g, and g, are polynomials of degree two, 

/I, = h + sign(S,,)(A + i;*)‘/*, 

and P[sign(S,,) # sign(b)] = O(n-*), the corollary follows from (2.13) 
and (2.14) as in Lemma 2.1 of Bhattacharya and Rao [S]. 

COROLLARY 2. Suppose E and 6 are independent and continuous random 
variables satisfying E(E) = E(6) = 0 and E(g6 + S6) < 00. Then under Assump- 

tion 2, & (f12 - 8) and ,,/k(b3 - fi) both have valid two-term Edgeworth 
expansions. 

Proof: Note that 

B2-B=s,2g3(E,)-s,4g4(F,)+rn2, 

83-P=S,285(F,)-S,4g6(~n)+rn3, 

where for any vector z = (zl, z2, . . . . z7)‘, 

(2.15) 

g3tz) = z3 - bz2 - z4z5 + flz: + 26 - bz7, 

84(z) = (z2 + 2Z,)(Z3 - bz2 + z6 - fiz,), 

g5tz) = 8-‘czl - bz3 + pz6 - p*z, -z: + /3z4z5), 

86cz) = o-2(z, - /jz3 + pz6 - Q2Z7)(Z3 + z6 + &), 
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and 

& JrniJ 4 & [%,I3 when Is,/ 5 H-‘/‘~, 

for i = 2 and 3. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Corollary 1. 

2.3. The Expressions for the Edgeworth Expansions of 8,) j?, , and fi, 

Let 

I-“+ u;, 
I=1 

s, = tz2 -Ad= - 2hE6, sli = E; - 2s; - 2hq& 

s2 = &ii - /?(S’ - ai), s, = Ejbj - /gs; - ai), 

s3 = E2 - c,” - /!?&h, s, = Ei’ - 0; - gEjbj, 

&=E-/Id, and &j=Ej-&. 

The formal two-term Edgeworth expansions Qni of & ([i-p), 
i= 1, 2, 3, which are shown to be valid by Corollaries 1 and 2, are given by 

&j(X) = @(x/cJ;) + n-“2{ail - a;=ai3(X=a;2- l)} cp(x/a;) 0,:‘. 

The expressions for a, and ci, i = 1,2,3 and K = 1,3, can be computed 
using approximate cumulants and are given by 

of = (2~s;)= (E(S:) + 8py3s;:a;}, (2.16) 

a ,1 = 2s,4ho;(la;(/?2 + A)-’ + s;) + 1(2y)-’ a:, 

a i3 = (2~s;))~ [E(S;) + Sy31-,I#) + 12s;y2E(S1S;)], 

CT; = s,4fE(s:) + s&J; + pa;)}, (2.17) 

a 2, = /k~;s,~ + /3.q4(E(d2 - 0;)’ + 2s;oz,)), 

M~~=.s,~{E(S~)+T,E(S~)+~~~E(S~S~)}, 

a:=fi-2s,4{E(S:)+j2s;(cr,Z + /3’0;)>, (2.18) 

a 31= p-‘s,4(o,2cT~ + p2s;.; - 2s$J,Z), 

and 
a 33=~~3s,6{E(S;)+/?3~~E(S~)+3/?2s~E(S3S~)j. 

2.4. Estimators of the Asymptotic Variances of ,,& PI, & p2, and & B3 

The asymptotic variances 0; of & fij, j= 1,2, 3, are derived in 
(2.16)-(2.18). They involve unknown parameters. In this subsection we 
shall propose consistent estimators for these variances and derive their 
asymptotic properties. 
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For simplicity of writing, we shall use the notation R, N T,, whenever 

J;IP{IR,-T,IBE/J+o, for any E>O, asn+ao, 

and the notation R, @ T,, to indicate the existence of an N> 0 such that 

P{ R, > NT,} = o(n-“*), as n-+m. 

The jackknife-type arguments lead to the estimators 

6: = &(4S~,(I;* + A))-’ 

x f [(r,-P)2-A(Xi-X)*-2h(Xi-X)(~- q-J*, 
i=l 

(2.19) 

8*=n(S,,-na,2)-* jJ [(Xi-X)(~- P-~2(Xi-X))+~2a~]2, (2.20) 
i=l 

and 

6:=nS$ jJ [(K- P)(F- P-jT3(Xi-X))-a,2]2, (2.21) 
i= 1 

of a:, a:, and a:, respectively. To obtain their asymptotic properties let 

R,=i ,f {[(~-P)*-~(Xi-X)*-2h(Xi-X)(~-9)J*-4a:s~y*}, 
r=l 

(2.22) 

and 

& = 8h(t; - h)[la:: + 2&r&)]. (2.23) 

By Corollary 1 we have n’/3 IL --hi* -0 and n-1’4 IL - hj -0. Since 
JUiJ < (Mn)“3, we have 

n-l i (yi- P)*(xi- - * 
i=l 

x, 4f ,i [(1+fi2)U4+(Ei-E)4+(8i-8)4] 
r=l 

$ n1j3, (2.24) 

and 

n-l i ([(q-P)*- n(xi-R)*-2U(Xi-X)(q.- P)](xi-x)(y.- F) 
i=l 

+ 2ha;[la; + agys;]} 

4 n - ‘j4. (2.25) 
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Consequently, 

n-’ i [(r,- P)*-i”(xi-z)2-22fi(Xi-x)(Y,- Y)]2 
r=l 

N 4a;s;y* + R, + 2,. (2.26) 

We also have 

I?*+ c ([(&i-E)*-~(6i-S)*-2h(6i-S)(Ei-E) 
I=1 

+2yui(&i-&)-2ypu;(6i-S)]2-40fs~y2) 

-t ;!I {(s,~+~Yu~s~~)*-~~~s~Y*) 

- 4[(v, + Ahv,)E- (hv, - A*v,)s], 

where v, = EE~ and v6 = Ed3. For the denominator of Si we have 

4n-*S:,(R*+;1)=n-2(4AS:,+(S,,-1S,,)2) 

- 4s3*y2 + 4/%;[2/JyiiE + 22~;;s + h(? - rip) + 2&i5 

Therefore, 

6;’ - a;‘(1 + (2j?ysn)-* [4j?*yz + 4&?y%? + 2/?h(? - Ii!?) + 41/?-3] 

1 
--g 

8 
;2s;4y2 

i 
f ,i ((&+ 2y~,X,~)~ - 4a;sfy’) 

r=l 

-4[(v,+AhvJE-(hv,-A’vJS] 

(2.27) 

Similarly, we have, 

1 
--CJ 

2 
ic, C(s2i-uiS,iJ2-s~~:1 +2Pv,(H-6))), (2.28) 

and 
“-1 

fl3 -63 -‘(l +p- ‘s,*@ + iz + j?T;6) 

-~!P”3s:)m2 {i jc, C(s3i+puis,)2-B2~~s~l+2v,(2E-86))), 

(2.29) 
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2.5. Two-Term Edgeworth Expansions for Studentized II, b2, and f13 

In this subsection, we give results on the Edgeworth expansions for 
Studentized versions of fll, &, and f13 without the detailed proofs. 

THEOREM 2. Suppose E and 6 are independent and continuous random 
variables satisfying E(E) = E(6) = 0 and E(c2’ + ~5’~) c co, for some 3 < 0 < 4. 
In addition to Assumption 2, suppose 

Then the formal two-term Edgeworth expansions for ,,h(flr- /3)/B,, 
r = 1,2, 3, are valid. 

Proof. The proofs for the three cases are almost the same, so as an 
illustration, we only sketch the proof for the case r = 2. Define 

q; = (t;, Sij- ES;, S,ujS,- j?2ujvg, u;(S;~- ES;)) 

and tin to be the sample mean of qj. From (2.15) and (2.28), as in the proof 
of Corollary 1, one sees that ,/%(p^,- fl)/S, is a smooth function of ~~ and 

---I 
a2 =a2 - ‘Ak + Rik’, 

where k is an integer not less than e/2(6 - 3), Ak is a polynomial in ij,, of 
degree k, and 

Rck’e Ifi Ik+’ n n . 

This implies, for any A > 0, that 

P{IR;k)l>A/J;I}=o(l/J;;). (2.31) 

Following the proof of Lemma 2, we can establish that for any 
0 <a < b < co, there exists a p = p(a, b) < 1, such that 

Using (2.32) and the arguments similar to the proof of Part B of 
the Theorem of Chibisov [9], one can show that &(s;*gJC,,)- 
s;4g4(g,)) Ak has a valid two-term Edgeworth expansion. Thus, the 
validity of the two-term Edgeworth expansion for &(j?,-B)/e2 follows 
from (2.31) and the estimation of rn2 in Corollary 2. The sketch of the proof 
is complete. 
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Let 

Q:;‘(x) = G(x) + ~“‘{a,!~’ - aji’(x’- I)} q(x) (2.33) 

denote the two term Edgeworth expansion for ,,&(fi, - ~)/6~, j= 1,2,3, 
where the expressions for the coefftcients a;:’ can be computed using 
approximate cumulants. They are given by 

ai:’ = h~;~a~(2h~#~ + A)-’ + ~2) 0;’ + Ap-‘0,(p2 + ,I-’ 

+s,4B(B2-~)(B*+~)-30;1[E(&2-~62)2-4;12d~] 

-~;3s~y(E(s:)+8y3r,E(S:)+ 12y2s$?Z(S,S;)) 

+ 20;3s;y(v,2 + 2hhJ,v, - 13vi) 

-8h~,‘s~o~y2[~a~-s~(B2+IZ)]---1~1, 

a&)=/?3s;6(/?2+A)-3(3.;3 C-w:) + 8y3r,E(s:) + 12s5J2E(S&)], 

a&)=o;‘(&7~s;2 + /~s,~(E(S~ - r$)‘+ 2s;~;) 

- &“[E(S’ - c$’ + s;af] 

lo -7 2 -2s,6[E(S:) + 3/3s$q62 - Q2+ c+J;)- m(v, - /3’v,)]}, 

a&) = f~;~s;~(E(Si) + T,E(S:) + 34E(S,S:)}, 

a$:‘= a;‘{p-‘s;“( aE2~~+82S~a~-2S~aEZ)-a-‘s,4[aZo~-s5a,2+sfa~] 

-$- 3a;2s,6[E(s:) + 3/Ps;(E(&* -CT;)” 

+ 2j?2a,za;) + /13rn(v, - fi3vs) - 84, 

and 

3. BOOTSTRAPPING 

Babu and Singh [2] have shown, using Edgeworth expansions, that for 
a wide class of statistics, the bootstrap approximation of the sampling dis- 
tribution is superior to the classical approximation. Further in this case, 
the bootstrap automatically corrects for skewness. In this section, we shall 
show that the same holds for the studentized fii, i= 1,2, and 3. 

Let (Xi*, Y*), i= 1,2, . . . . n, be a simple random sample with replacement 
from (Xi, IQ, i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Let h*, p,+, OF*, j= 1, 2, 3, denote the 
bootstrapped versions of A, /3,, Bf, respectively: where (Xi, 6) are replaced 
by (Xi*, Yy). 
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If X,? = Xi = ui + di, then we define IJ~ = ui, SF = ai and zj’ = q. Let 

q = q - v*, with v*=n-’ 1 u,?, 

(3.1) 

where E, denotes the expectation under bootstrap measure PB. Clearly, 
q~‘s are i.i.d. random vectors and for each j, 

MI;) = 2, a, zi, E, 8, n-1 n-l ’ 
- iii?, - z . 

n n > 

THEOREM 3. In addition to the Assumptions of Theorem 1, suppose (2.30) 
holds for some tl> 3. Then we have, with probability one, that for any 
measurable function f bounded by one, 

j- fd(G,B-Q;)&0,+! (sup(If(Y)-f(x)\ : lx-Y1 ~@8,))%;(X)dx, 

where 8, = o(n-‘i2), 

BZ=i ,$ CSj-L)(kj-cn)‘, 
J= 1 

and Gf and Qf denote, respectively, the distribution and formal two-term 

Edgeworth expansion of & 4:. 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. We only need to 
verify that for any fixed 0 <a < b < co, with probability one, 

(3.2) 

S*2 ” -+o, (3.3) 

and 

(3.4) 
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To prove (3.2), we get from the proof of Lemma 2 a constant 
p = p(a, b) E (0, 1) such that 

sup L i IE(eXp{it’~j})( 6 P. 
a<ltl<b n /=I 

(3.5) 

It is a routine matter to prove that there exist positive constants c and ci 
independent of t such that for any fixed t, 

P i i {exp{it’tj}-E(exp{it’&}) (1 -p)/4 <tie-““. 
il ’ j=l Ia I- 

Evidently, in the ball {t : ItI <b} we can choose t,, . . . . tK, such that 
K= K,, < n8 and for any t belonging to the ball, It - t,( < n- ’ for some 
k Q K. Thus 

i ,i {exp{it;t)--E(exp{it;S,j)(>(l-p)i4:forsomekGKj 
J=l 

8 -cn <c,ne . (3.6) 

By the law of large numbers, we have 

np2 i lsjl +O, a.s. 
j=l 

(3.7) 

Equation (3.2) follows from (3.5)-(3.7) on noticing that It - tkl bn-’ 
implies 

1: g {ew{Gj} -exp{it’Sj) / Gn-’ ,cI lSjl* 
J=l 

By the condition lull Q nlle and applying Bennett’s inequality, one can 
prove that 

and 

$ $, lui*31 Q 1, a.s., (3.8) 
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which imply (3.3) and (3.4). As an illustration, note that (3.8) follows from 
the Bennett’s inequality 

PB(l i Iu~*~\- i iu:l/Znr)dZcxp{-nr’l[Z(~ !1 z4T+n3@rc,)]} 
j=l i= 1 

<2exp{ -cnlP3”), 

for some c, ci > 0. 

Using the arguments similar to the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we can 
establish the following result. 

THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 we have, with probability 
one, that 

pB(&(bT - bj)/ 0, <x) = Q(x) + n-“‘(a$ - a$(x2 - 1)) q(x) + o(n-‘/2). ’ 

Here for j= 1,2, 3, a: are defined in a way similar to a,!:‘, in which the 
distribution nof (6, E) is replaced by its empirical distribution and sf is 
replaced by s, . *’ Further it is not difficult to prove aTK--aj:) + 0, a.s. 

The following corollary is immediate from Theorems 2 and 4. 

COROLLARY 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 4, for j= 1,2, 3, 

with probability one. 

An alternative way to implement the bootstrap is to resample from the 
residuals. In such a case, one needs to obtain preliminary estimates of the 
nuisance parameters. Geometrical considerations lead to the necessary 
modifications of the estimates of the residuals, to match the original struc- 
ture. For the details of this method see Linder and Babu [15]. These 
results are not entirely satisfactory. 
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